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Established in 2010, indigo leaf is a boutique sales
consultancy that concentrates on delivering its
services through the application of direct and hands
on sales activity. The team are a collection of high
calibre business & sales executives who continue to
deliver success across a wide range of industries

In the new era of business practice, created by the global financial crisis, the onset
of internet led commerce, social media and increased regulation like GDPR, small
to medium sized enterprises find the sales landscape increasingly complex. It is
indigo leaf’s mission to remove these complications and deliver the right
direction for our clients. We remain hands-on in our approach, enabling us to
advise our clients purely on the evidence we gather from performing the sales
function, and the extensive years of senior experience the team hold.
At indigo leaf’s inception the
focus was on providing
satellite sales operations to
UK businesses, where it
quickly developed a strong
reputation in the technology
sector, enabling businesses to
expand without distraction

2010
2012

indigo leaf rebranded and
changed its name to Apac
Reach, to reflect the growth
it experienced in providing
services to European and
North American businesses
seeking to expand into the
Asia Pacific region, UK based
services continued to flourish

In 2012, indigo leaf followed
its founder to the other side
of the globe, where it
established itself in Australia,
from here the satellite office
model continued, and a
thorough international
capability was grown (Asia
Middle East, Europe, USA)

2016
2018

Apac Reach & indigo leaf
returned to the UK, and the
indigo leaf brand was
relaunched with a set of
services that reflected the
expertise gained on the
global arena, and to better
reflect the needs of the
modern enterprise.
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